Oral cancer is one of the most common cancers in the world, meanwhile, differentially 17 expressed genes are thought to regulate the development and progression of oral 18 squamous cell carcinomas (OSCC). In this study we screened RNA transcripts from the 19 oral buccal mucosa of healthy male Chinese hamster, divided into 3 groups: a control 20 group with no disposal, a solvent control group coated with acetone solvent, and an 21 experimental group coated with 0.5% DMBA acetone solution by high-throughput 22 RNA sequencing. Tophat and Bowtie were used to align the high-quality reads into 23 transcripts, DEseq was used to analysis the expression of differential gene. Then, the 24 Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 25 Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment analyses were conducted. The chemokine and 26 TNF signaling pathway were differentially expression and the mRNA expression of 27 CXCL1 、 CXCL2 、 CXCL3 、 CCL7 、 MMP9, monitored by qRT-PCR, increased 28 remarkably in the cancer group and coincided with the result of RNA-Sequencing.
further steps, Fragmentation Buffer (Agilent, USA) was applied to perform 148 fragmentation on qualified mRNA coming from buccal pouch samples of Chinese 149 hamster. Then, the mRNA was converted into double-stranded cDNA by reverse 150 transcription. Following end repair and A-tailing, paired-end sequencing adaptors 151 complementary to sequencing primers were ligated to the ends of the cDNA fragments. 152 The ligated products were purified on 2% agarose gels, qualified fragments were 153 selected for downstream enrichment by PCR. Each sample was subjected to sequencing into sequence data (termed Raw Reads). Raw Reads were filtered through data 158 processing to get Clean Reads. We removed artificial reads, adapter contamination 159 reads. High-quality reads with a length of >50 bp were reserved. differentially expressed genes to GO terms. The calculated P-value is corrected and 173 FDR < 0.05 was used as the threshold to judge the differential gene expression of significantly enriched GO terms. The functional classification of the two groups of 175 genes on the GO (Gene Ontology) was compared and the top ten of the three main 176 ontology of GO term were selected for GO term enrichment analysis.
177

KEGG Pathway Analysis 178
The KEGG database was used to assign the assembled sequences (http: //www.genome. 179 jp/kegg), which can facilitate understanding of the biological functions of genes and 180 identify significantly enriched metabolic pathways or signal transduction pathways in 181 differentially expressed genes. The method of KEGG pathway analysis was the same 182 as the GO analysis, and the significant enrichment pathway was analyzed by KAAS.
183
FDR was used to correct the related parameters, pathways with FDR ≤ 0.05 were 184 considered significantly enriched pathway. The effect of DMBA-induced oral carcinogenesis 215 To identify cancer tissues of oral buccal pouch mucosa cancer model of Chinese 216 hamster, we examined the histological changes of buccal pouch mucosa by HE stain 217 ( Figure 1 ). It's important to note that in our research no significant differences were 218 observed in solvent control group compared with the control group after 15 weeks 219 acetone solution treatment. Meanwhile, when dissecting, we found that buccal pouch 220 of the cancer group became embrittled and shrinking volume. Furthermore, compared 221 with the control group, we observed the cancer group showed atypical nuclear division 222 with initial keratinization and enlarged nucleoli, cells broke through the basement 223 membrane, infiltrating the lamina propria and connective tissue, and tumor islands 224 emerged, was highly differentiated squamous cell and invasive cancer. All of these 225 provided the support for sequence analysis.
226
The change of oral buccal pouch mucosa ultrastructure 227 In order to further understand the alterations in the buccal pouch of the cancer group, 228 we used transmission electron microscope to detect them ( Figure 2 ). Compared with the control group, in the cancer group, the shape of the cells is irregular, the nucleolus 230 is concentrated, the nucleus is jagged, the nuclear membrane is invaginated, and the 231 desmosome is reduced or even disappeared. genes with the significant changes in expression were shown in the Figure 6A , and the 249 top thirty of the altered genes was listed in Table 2 . The hierarchical cluster analysis of 250 differentially expressed genes in Cancer and Normal groups revealed that multiple gene 251 modules were formed by many genes with similar expression trends, and these genes 252 may be involved in the occurrence, metastasis, and invasion of oral squamous cell 253 carcinoma ( Figure 6 ).
254
Differential Expression GO Analysis
In the GO (Gene Ontology) statistics of differentially expressed genes, 184 genes were 256 classified according to the GO classification method, and the amount of up-regulated 257 and down-regulated differentially expressed genes in each subclass was calculated 258 (Figure 7) . The GO enrichment analysis of differentially expressed genes in cancer 259 samples identified 120 biological processes, 18 cellular components, and 2 molecular 260 functions that are closely related to OSCC and the top ten of them are listed in the Table   261 3.
262
KEGG Pathway Enrichment Analysis
263
Based on the analysis of KEGG pathway enrichment, we found that differentially 264 expressed genes in the cancer group were mainly enriched in 8 signaling pathways 265 including tumor necrosis factor pathway (TNF), chemokine pathway, cytokine 266 interaction pathway, extracellular matrix receptor interaction pathway, protein digestion 267 pathway and absorption pathway; and the number of enriched gene in the cytokine 268 interaction pathway and chemokine pathway is the highest, suggesting that these 269 pathways may play an crucial role in tumorigenesis, invasion and metastasis (Table 4) . 270 We screened five differentially expressed genes related to OSCC, the Table 5 clearly seq. Meanwhile, qRT-PCR confirmed that CXCL2 had the largest differential expression folds in OSCC tissues, revealing that CXCL2 may play a central role in the 342 molecular mechanism of OSCC. The high expression of CXCL2 suggests that it can be 343 used as a new target for diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of OSCC, and it also 344 provides novel ideas and important theoretical basis for the search for potential 345 molecular markers of oral cancer. These findings suggest that there is still an 346 inflammatory response during OSCC and the previous differential expression analysis 347 also reflected that chemokine is still highly expressed in OSCC. In summary, the 348 inflammatory response is in an uncontrollable state and it is difficult to restore the 349 body's homeostasis, eventually resulting in the production of tumors. , Z., Gao, F., Hu, X., Zhou, L., Chen, J., Luo, H., Sun, J., Wu, S. and Han, Y. (2011) . A 556 systematic analysis on DNA methylation and the expression of both mRNA and microRNA in bladder 557 cancer. Plos One 6, e28223. 558
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